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Abstract— this paper incorporates common vibrational 

examination of ordinary gearbox models. Because of 

vibrations, the state of reverberation happens in the gearbox 

when the apparatus network recurrence agrees with outer 

vibrating recurrence. The recurrence is relies on upon mass of 

the framework and firmness of the rigging box.  

Here, the recurrence reach can be discovered for approval 

of reverberation, accordingly result in increment of life of 

gearbox. The model are made in Pro-E programming and 

examined in ANSYS 15.0. A few results are anticipated in 

view of proposed technique.  

Keywords—Gearbox, Frequency, Resonance, Stiffness, 

Mesh Frequency, etc.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A) Problem Definition 

Vibration issues can happen whenever in the 

establishment or operation of an engine. When they happen 

it is regularly important that one responds rapidly to take 

care of the issue. If not comprehended rapidly, one could 

either anticipate that long haul harm will the engine or 

quick disappointment, which would bring about prompt 

loss of creation. The loss of creation is as a rule the most 

basic concern. To tackle a vibration issue one must separate 

amongst circumstances and end results. For this to happen, 

one should first comprehend the underlying driver of the 

vibration. As such: where does the power originate from? 

Is the vibratory power the reason for the elevated amounts 

of vibration or is there a reverberation that opens up the 

vibratory reaction. 

Maybe the bolster structure is simply not sufficiently 

solid to minimize the dislodging. In this paper the different 

wellsprings of electrical and mechanical strengths will be 

clarified. Furthermore, how the engine responds or 

transmits this power and how this power can be increased 

or minimized will be clarified too. At the point when a 

vibration issue happens it is imperative that one utilize a 

decent methodical, scientific methodology in determining 

the issue. This incorporates playing out the best possible 

symptomatic tests.  

 

The procedure begins by posting all the conceivable 

reasons for the specific distinguished recurrence of 

vibration and any varieties under various working 

conditions. At that point dispense with the off base causes 

one by one until all that remaining parts is the genuine 

wellspring of the issue, and now this can be effectively 

killed.  

It’s a well-known fact that extreme vibration can 

devastate heading, ruin shafts and conceivably disturb 

creation. What's less outstanding is that resounding 

machine segments and supporting structures can amplify 

even little vibration issues enough to harm associated 

hardware or cause calamitous machine disappointment. To 

tackle a vibration issue rapidly and stay away from such 

undesirable results, an imperative initial step is to figure 

out whether the wellspring of the expanded vibration is 

reverberation in the turning gear or in a supporting 

structure.  

Thunderous vibration in mechanical structures, for 

example, pumps, turbines and engines happens when a 

characteristic recurrence is at or near a constraining 

recurrence, for example, rotor speed. Whenever present, 

this condition can bring about extreme vibration levels by 

opening up little vibratory strengths from machine 

operation. Such issues regularly create after a pace change 

has been executed, as with retrofitting a machine with a 

flexible rate drive (ASD) or working a 50 Hz engine on 60 

Hz power. The arrangement oftentimes relies on upon the 

capacity to recognize auxiliary reverberation and a rotor 

basic pace. 

B) Resonance of Gearbox 

The recurrence and Phase reaction of Gearbox which are 

acquire by the apparatuses in gearbox because of turn of 

riggings. The turn and weight of riggings prompts 

vibration. On the off chance that the recurrence matches 

with characteristic recurrence of rigging box gearbox then 

abundance of recurrence increments because of 

reverberation of frequencies. In the event that this 

happened it prompts the disappointment of the gearbox.  
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By utilizing vibrational stiffeners the vibrational 

recurrence is minimized and shirking of disappointment of 

gearbox and gearbox. Firmness is a vital criteria that 

impacts the execution of the gearbox and life of moving 

parts. Consistence of the rigging box get together in general 

must be considered while evaluating the execution of the 

equipped framework. Impacting co-effective of real 

firmness supporters must be recognized with regards to the 

framework reaction. 

These co-productive must be then mapped onto the 

individual parts including the gathering. These, then, turn 

into the objective firmness' of the segments in various 

headings (in view of impact criticality). This methodology 

is pertinent to numerous frameworks wherein vibration 

execution impacts life. Another illustration would be motor 

mounts outline. Commonly these firmness' are 

characterized as a reach directed by reaction range fancied. 

The firmness in the hub bearing of the principle gear shaft 

is impacted by the twisting solidness of the gearbox 

divider. It is essential to manage at the top of the priority 

list, at this stage, the assembling procedure embraced for 

the expressed part. Gating, rise ring, fill time, hardening 

time, shrinkage dispersion, war page, sink marks and pre-

worries emerging of non-uniform cooling are a portion of 

the perspectives that need center to touch base at attainable 

stiffener example and conveyance. Solidifying technique is 

driven and organized by the previously mentioned 

contemplations. Criticality network of impacting 

parameters and their belongings can be advanced to drive 

such outline choices. 

II. ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

The most powerful technique in analyzing gear noise is 

to determine the frequency spectrum. The first step in 

determining the spectrum is to calculate the mesh 

frequency. Since each gear meshes once per revolution, the 

fundamental gear mesh frequency F1 is the product of shaft 

rotation and the number of gear teeth, 

Gear mesh frequency (F) = r * (N/60) Hz        (Equation 1) 

Where,  

r= number of teeth on gear or reduction Ratio. 

N= RPM of the shaft gear mounted. 

Generally, because of the periodic nature of gear 

meshing, strong integer order harmonics of fundamental 

are also present. Therefore the general expression for 

fundamental gear meshing frequency and higher harmonics 

is as follows: 

Fi =i*r* (N/60) Hz                                            (Equation 2) 

Where i=1, 2, 3, 4…………..corresponding to the modes. 

To compute the apparatus coinciding recurrence of the 

rigging framework one needs to represent the relative 

movement between the sun gear, planet gear, and the ring 

gear. One ought to likewise perceive that the apparatus 

network recurrence connected with the sun and planet gears 

must be equivalent to the rigging network recurrence 

connected with the planet and ring gear. The table 1 

indicates gear decrease proportion for apparatus box 

framework. 

Table 1  

Gear Reduction Ratio 

Gear Pair / 

pulley Pair 

Meshing 

Shaft 

No. of 

Teeth 

Reduction 

Ratio 

Motor 5 Inch - - 

Gear Box 

Pulley 
9 inch - 5:9 

Worm 
Pulley to 

Worm 
3 - 

Wheel 
Worm to 

Wheel 
51 1:17 

  

A)  Calculation of Gear Mesh Frequency 

Assumptions:   

1. Considering the variety in rate by 5% to 10% because 

of progress in burden on the engine and also change is 

Speed because of Variation in Electric Supply. So 

here expecting the mean variety is velocity is 7.5% 

2. Actual Speed of Motor is 960 RPM but due to above 

assumption the speed ranges from 880 RPM to 960 

Rpm. 

Pulley Speed Range 

Shaft  1  from 880 rpm to 960 rpm 

N1*D1 = N2*D2 

(880 – 960) *5 = 9*N2 

N2 = (489 – 534) rpm   shaft 2 

Gear (Worm) Speed Range 

Shaft  1  from 489 rpm to 534 rpm 

N1*T1 = N2*T2 

N2 = (489 – 534) 

Gear mesh frequency (F) = r * (N/60) Hz 

Where,  

r= reduction ratio  

N= RPM of the rotating shaft  

Gear meshes frequencies of the corresponding gears: 

F1 = (51/3) (489 – 534)/60 = (138.55 – 151.3) Hz 
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The first five modes of gearbox is shown in table 2. On 

the Lower half there will be resonance at first Node which 

is highlighted.  

Table 2  

First five Modes of vibration gearbox 

Modes 1 2 3 4 5 

Natural 

Frequency of 

gearbox 
141 192 289 1141 1667 

III. OPTIMUM DESIGN OF GEARBOX 

Having completed the estimation and limited component 

approval, it was chosen to acknowledge the model with no 

further revision. The greater part of the times it is for the 

most part found that, even in the wake of fulfilling anxiety 

criteria, partition edge of common recurrence of the 

gearbox from that of the excitation recurrence, is not more 

than 20%. Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish the 

detachment edge, 3D model of the gearbox should be 

overhauled. The regular recurrence is contrarily relative to 

the mass of framework and straightforwardly 

corresponding to the framework firmness. Along these 

lines, the normal recurrence can change either change in 

mass of the framework or change in solidness of the 

framework.  

The main parametric study was committed to the 

gearbox divider thickness. For this case, the gearbox 

divider thickness was change as for the typical thickness. It 

was found that the variety of recurrence is noteworthy, 

when contrasted with critical changes in weight of the 

gearbox. An extra rib was included the gearbox. It was 

found that the variety of recurrence is not critical, when 

contrasted with huge changes in weight of the gearbox. 

Models 2, 3, 4 are made by defining 5 mm rib thickness 

and default, 2 mm and 4 mm surface thickness respectively. 

The model 5 have been made by defining an additional rib 

of 5 mm thickness. The results are predicted and shown in 

figures below. The readings of natural frequencies are 

tabulated in table 3.  

 

  
Figure 1 CAD model of Gearbox for Optimisation 

 

Figure 2 Vibrational Analysis of default model i.e. Model 1 
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Figure 3 Vibrational Analysis of model 2 having 5 mm rib thickness 

and default surface thickness. 

 

Figure 4 Vibrational Analysis of model 3 having 5 mm rib thickness 

and 2 mm surface thickness. 

 

Figure 5 Vibrational Analysis of model 4 having 5 mm rib thickness 

and 4 mm surface thickness. 

 

Figure 6 Vibrational Analysis of model 5 having additional vertical 

rib, 5 mm rib thickness and 4 mm surface thickness. 

Table 3  

Natural Frequencies (Hz) of all the models by FEM 

Modes 1 2 3 4 5 

Mode 1 141 146.68 144.3 142.44 160.58 

Mode 2 192.1 227.47 223.05 219.31 256.15 

Mode 3 289.2 342.73 338.93 336.08 414.39 

Mode 4 1141.1 1176.9 1163.1 1149.8 1225.4 

Mode 5 1667.3 1719.3 1695.3 1671.5 1743.5 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The present investigation based on the analytical 

Analysis, FEA Analysis draws the following conclusions. 

 Inputs for FEA are excitation of gearbox which leads to 

vibration and outputs are natural frequency for different 

modes of vibration. 

 The results show that the values of natural frequencies 

by ANSYS are close to the agreement. 

 The model 4 shows better results as compare to other 

models. 

 FEA analysis is done for modal analysis in ANSYS 

where the gearbox is not supported by any type of 

support. 

 The bearing reaction are not considered while solving 

the problem on gear mesh frequency is matter here. 
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 By changing the wall thickness and rib height of the 

gearbox the resonance problem will be solved. 

 Here a new approach can be suggested which is based on 

the combination of both ANSYS and FFT, in which 

natural frequency obtained in ANSYS and FFT can be 

compared and use to minimise resonance of part due to 

vibration and solving the problems regarding vibration. 
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